
Don Read It: The Fascinating Book Collecting
Phenomenon
In the realm of book collecting, there exists a peculiar yet captivating niche
known as Don Read It. Unlike traditional bibliophiles who meticulously
gather books for the sole purpose of reading their contents, Don Read It
collectors are captivated by the aesthetic and decorative value of books.
For them, books are not merely repositories of knowledge but objects of
beauty and fascination.
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Origins of the Don Read It Trend

The exact origins of Don Read It are shrouded in mystery, but its roots can
be traced back to the early 20th century. During this era, interior designers
and decorators began to recognize the potential of books as decorative
elements. They noticed how the colors, textures, and shapes of books
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could enhance the ambiance of a room, creating a sense of sophistication
and elegance.

In the 1960s and 1970s, the Don Read It trend gained momentum as the
counterculture movement embraced the idea of using books as a form of
artistic expression. Book lovers began to display their collections in
unconventional ways, often stacking them on tables, shelves, and even
floors to create visually striking arrangements.

Characteristics of Don Read It Collectors

Don Read It collectors come from all walks of life, but they share a common
passion for the aesthetic qualities of books. They may be interior designers,
decorators, artists, book lovers, or simply individuals who appreciate the
beauty of printed matter.

What sets Don Read It collectors apart is their selective approach to book
collecting. They are not interested in amassing a vast library of literary
masterpieces; instead, they focus on acquiring books that visually
complement their homes or personal spaces. They may collect books
based on their color, texture, binding, or even the shape of their spines.

Don Read It collectors also tend to be highly creative and imaginative in
their displays. They use books as props in photo shoots, create book
sculptures, and even incorporate them into their own artwork. For them,
books are not just static objects but dynamic elements that can transform
the aesthetics of a space.

The Allure of Don Read It



The allure of Don Read It lies in its unique combination of aesthetics,
history, and nostalgia. Books are imbued with a sense of history and
meaning, and their physical presence in a room can evoke a feeling of
warmth and comfort. Additionally, the tactile quality of books, with their
smooth covers and crisp pages, appeals to our senses and creates a
multisensory experience.

Furthermore, Don Read It embraces the idea that beauty can be found in
the everyday objects around us. By transforming books into decorative
elements, collectors subvert the traditional notion of books as solely
sources of knowledge and entertainment. Instead, they celebrate the
intrinsic beauty of the printed word.

The Importance of Preservation

While Don Read It collectors appreciate the aesthetic value of books, they
also recognize the importance of preserving their historical and cultural
significance. Many collectors take great care to protect their books from
damage, using acid-free paper and protective covers to ensure their
longevity.

Additionally, some Don Read It collectors support initiatives that promote
literacy and book conservation. They may donate books to libraries,
support bookbinding workshops, or participate in efforts to digitize rare and
endangered books.

Don Read It is a fascinating and ever-evolving book collecting phenomenon
that celebrates the beauty and versatility of books. By embracing the
aesthetic qualities of printed matter, Don Read It collectors transform books
into works of art that add character and sophistication to any space.



Whether you are an avid reader or simply an admirer of the beauty of
books, the Don Read It trend offers a unique perspective on the role of
books in our lives. By appreciating books not only for their contents but also
for their aesthetic value, Don Read It collectors remind us that the printed
word continues to inspire and captivate in myriad ways.

Additional Resources

The Don Read It Project

Decorate Your Apartment with Books

Don Read It: The Art of Displaying Books
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